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Overview 
Many businesses choose leading ERP systems, such as SAP, to manage their Enterprise Resource 

Management and related business activities. While systems such as SAP R/3, SAP Business One 

and SAP ERP provide robust functionality that includes finance/accounting,  manufacturing, sales 

and service, and customer relationship management functions, no one system covers a company’s 

complete set of business processes. 

In fact, most enterprises employ multiple IT systems, including ERP, CRM, billing, Content 

Management System (CMS), Supply Chain Management (SCM), e-Commerce and others, to run and 

manage their business. While all these isolated systems have made businesses more efficient, 

enterprises often discover that integrating these separate silos of information can provide them 

with additional benefits including a valuable 360° view of their customers and their business. 

Further complicating matters, while most of these specialized systems were chosen for their 

domain-specific excellence, as each application has grown in functionality, data, such as customer 

information, product lists and charts of accounts, have begun to overlap. This duplication leads to 

business process inefficiencies and errors that cost the organization time and money to remedy, as 

many organizations resort to error-prone manual data entry to try to keep information in these 

disparate systems up-to-date. 

In addition, thanks to mergers and acquisitions, businesses sometimes find themselves working 

with multiple instances and versions of SAP systems. So even though they have SAP, they still fail 

to attain a complete view and maximum efficiencies of their ERP activities.  

With organizations running a myriad of different systems, it’s clear that the next wave of 

improvements in efficiency and innovation will be led by integrating and extending these systems. 

Connecting multiple systems and instances enables IT to synch data across multiple systems, 

create new workflows and automate more business processes to provide management, 

employees, business partners and customers with access to relevant real-time information that 

enhance productivity, increase operational efficiency, reduce errors and facilitate better decision 

making. 

SAP understands that its systems store critical data that can (and should) be leveraged by other 

business systems to further enhance business processes, increase productivity and provide 

management with greater visibility and insight. 
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Seeing the vast number of integration scenarios, SAP has moved to develop its ecosystem and 

create open APIs and Web Services   to enable enterprises taking a “Best-of-Breed” approach to 1

integrate their SAP Solutions with other on-premise and on-demand applications including, 

Salesforce.com, Oracle JD Edwards, Microsoft SharePoint, Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), Sugar 

CRM, and many others. 

Although integrating SAP and non-SAP systems is easier today than in the past, it is still a complex 

undertaking, especially for many of SAP’s older products. Keep in mind that integrating two SAP 

products, such as SAP ERP and SAP B1, is not easy either; especially as many of SAP products were 

acquired and not developed on the same platform. Yet, with the right SAP-certified tools and 

partners, SAP integration can be accomplished reliably, providing great business benefits and 

enhancing the return on investment of your SAP system. 

This white paper will examine the business benefits of integrating your SAP systems with other 

business systems, review the integration challenges and options, and explain why Magic xpi 

Integration Platform provides a superior solution for solving your SAP integration needs. 

 

  

   

1  Only available for specific versions 
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Show Me Some Possible Integration 
Scenarios 
Integrating your SAP system and your other business applications, such as CRM, Warehouse 

Management Systems (WMS), Content Management Systems (CMS), Purchase Request Systems 

(PRS), Supply Chain Management (SCM), e-Commerce, and legacy systems, lets you create efficient 

automated workflows and processes and synchronize data to meet your company’s unique 

business needs for growth, innovation and efficiency. 

Here are just a few examples of scenarios that can be achieved by integrating SAP systems with 

your other business applications: 

Master Item Data Synchronization 

Automatic synchronization of the common data entities between systems being integrated (such as 

contacts, products and pricing) means that whenever an entity is added or modified in one of the 

systems, it is automatically updated in the other. This eliminates the need for tedious manual and 

error-prone data entry and keeps both systems up-to-date. 

Acquisition to Purchase Order 

Your customer info is in your CRM system (such as Salesforce.com) – and your product information 

is in your SAP ERP. By integrating the relevant business processes and setting predefined criteria, a 

Customer Order can trigger the automatic conversion of a Quote issued in Salesforce to a Sales 

Order in SAP. This can also involve transforming the CRM lead to a financial entity in SAP. 

Automating this process speeds order placement, reduces the amount of manual effort previously 

required and the associated human errors, increasing customer satisfaction, decreasing costs and 

improving employee morale. 

Purchase Order to Fulfillment 
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Depending upon your systems, purchase order to fulfillment process, could involve SAP integration 

with CRM and/or front-end Web Applications, e-Commerce, Logistics and Carrier systems, such as 

UPS and Federal Express. 

This integration scenario enables customer service and sales people to track the full history and 

real-time status of a shipment (and returns) through a single interface. Automation eliminates the 

need to manually rekey orders, accelerates the entire process and improves visibility for better 

customer service and satisfaction. 

  

Full Order, Credit and Collection History Available to 

Customer-Facing Staff at All Times 

By integrating SAP with your CRM and other internal back-end bill run systems, full order, credit, 

and collections history can be available to sales, operations, customer service and collections staff 

at all times. Automatic notifications can also be set up to alert sales and/or customers of 

delinquencies, helping to speed collections. 

In fact, by using an integration solution with mobilization capabilities, you can easily present the 

integrated data to field staff and other remote workers on their smartphones or other mobile 

devices for true anytime, anywhere access. 

Integration with Customer Support Portals 

SAP integration with customer support portals gives business users real-time access to all the 

customer’s service requests, resulting in more effective operations. Incoming email service 

requests can be logged and available to all. Likewise, the end date of a product’s warranty or 

support contract can be synchronized between systems and automatic alerts can be created to 

notify sales and customer support personnel to an expired contract or the need to renew. 
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Better Together - Business Benefits of 
Integration 
Integration is critical to getting the most value and maximizing ROI from your SAP system(s). 

Business benefits of integration include: 

● Increased Productivity: By automating workflows and sharing data between systems, 

employees spend less time: switching between systems, manually entering duplicate data 

contacting others searching for information, and avoid the need to learn a whole new 

application, giving them more time to focus on their key objectives. For example, freed from 

redundant data entry, sales staff are able to spend more time reaching new prospects, 

following up on leads, and upselling existing customers. 

● Increased Revenues/Profitability: Waiting for systems to be updated manually can lead to 

lost opportunities due to inaccurate information. More opportunities can turn into signed 

deals when information about the customer and product availability are accessible and 

up-to-date. By integrating systems and offering self-service opportunities, you make it easy 

for customers and partners to do business with you, increasing revenue opportunities. 

Integrating systems also reduces man-hours spent collecting data, transferring data 

between systems and fixing poorly entered data, making your business more profitable. 

● Enterprise Mobility: Many integration projects are the result of the increasing need to 

provide seamless and secure mobile access to corporate information, anywhere anytime. 

The most useful and valuable mobile enterprise apps rely on integration to back-end 

systems, such as SAP. 

● A Bigger Picture for Improved Decision Making: In many cases, raw data resides 

unstructured and dispersed until properly converted to meaningful information. Integration 

allows IT to use this data to provide executives with dashboards that present the real-time 

state of the business. Access to more complete and up-to-date data lets management make 

better-informed decisions. 
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● Quick Implementation of New Features: Major SAP upgrades for mid to large sites can 

take a lot of time (one to four years) and cost a lot of money. Although an organization will 

have the SAP upgrade on their roadmap, integrating outside of SAP allows them to gain 

some desired new functionality more quickly. 

● Increased Satisfaction: From customers, business partners, and employees. The fewer 

steps, interactions and errors it takes to accomplish a mission, the happier you’ll make your 

customers, partners and employees. In addition, with all information readily at hand, 

customer-facing staff can provide fast, accurate responses to customer queries and an 

improved level of service that encourages customer loyalty, repeat purchases and up-sales. 

Automated business processes eliminate the need for redundant, mundane error-prone 

tasks. Employees are happier when they can spend their time on more rewarding 

(financially and otherwise) responsibilities. 
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Business Challenges of Integration 
Integration is poised to drive the next wave of business productivity improvements. And chances 

are you are going to have multiple integration projects to undertake, not to mention changes to 

implement as systems get upgraded, business processes change, new products and partners are 

added, and new business models are tried. So shouldn’t your integration solution be elevated to a 

strategic decision, not just a tactical answer for an immediate need? 

You‘ve chosen your enterprise applications to help answer strategic business needs for improved 

efficiency and competitiveness; shouldn’t you think the same way about your integration solution? 

There is no doubt about it. Competition is getting tougher. The ability to run a lean, agile and 

innovative enterprise is still a key success factor; yet the new forces of enterprise mobility, social 

networks, cloud computing and big data analytics driving today’s business environment are putting 

new demands on your business and also on your integration solution. 

To be a long-term solution, your integration solution must be able to handle current and upcoming 

challenges, including: 

Cost-Effective Integration with a Wide Variety of 

System Environments and Applications 

Due to mergers, acquisitions, changes in the vendor marketplace and various business decisions 

over the course of time, enterprises frequently have many different back-end systems, often 

running on different operating systems, using different databases and languages. They might even 

run multiple versions of applications from the same vendor, such as SAP. Some of these 

applications are on-premise while increasing number are cloud/SaaS-based solutions. And 

businesses increasingly have to integrate with trading partners and other companies outside of 

their enterprise as well. 

You have a complex enough IT environment; make sure your integration solution(s) don’t make it 

more complex. One solution that can integrate a wide variety of applications, technologies and 

standards, including databases, operating systems, Web Services, messaging, FTP and directories, 

.NET, Java, HTTP, and more, makes a great deal of sense. Your solution should also be able to 

integrate cloud and on-premise and perhaps even let you run your integration in the cloud. 
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And doesn’t it make even more sense if the same set of skills can be used for multiple diverse 

integration needs? Why employ specialists in many different languages and technologies when 

your integration tool can do the work behind the scenes and let your developers concentrate on 

the business processes? 

Cost-Effective Mobilization of Business Processes 

Many integration projects result from the need for mobile apps. 

In Predicts 2016: The Opportunities for Integration in Digital Business Are Expanding, Gartner states 

“Integration is often the largest part of the effort of delivering an enterprise mobile app, with many 

app development teams underestimating the time and resources required for integration.” 

A report on Mobile Computing Strategies by MGI Research concurs, stating, “We estimate that the 

integration costs for mobile apps tend to add up to 70% of the overall mobile enterprise app 

solution.” 

With this type of significance, an integration solution that provides an easy method of mobilizing 

business processes on a wide variety of mobile devices and opportunities with a single 

development effort can provide a big advantage. 

Chances are that your enterprise mobile app will require combined business processes from SAP 

and other systems. While SAP provides a mobile offering, in most cases, it is neither flexible 

enough nor cost effective for the majority of use cases. While there may be a few instances where 

it is justified, wise businesses will consider other integration alternatives that provide easy and 

cost-effective mobilization on the same technology stack as the integration solution. 

Scalability and Availability to Support Increasing 

Numbers of Transactions 

The forces of mobile, social, cloud and information are putting greater demands on integration 

solutions to handle unprecedented numbers of transactions. For example, eBay mobile users are 

listing 3 million auction items a week. While mobile might not bring these kinds of numbers to your 

business, your integration solution should be able to perform optimally and scale easily without 

breaking your bank. 
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In addition, with mobile access and global operations, your systems need to be up-to-date all the 

time. You may need to sleep, but your business needs to keep operating, so your employees, 

business partners and customers can keep functioning, regardless of where they are located and 

what time they choose to work. This means that you cannot afford downtime. Your systems need to 

perform optimally at all times, without worry of data loss. 

An integration solution using In-Memory Data Grid (IMDG) technology enables you to comfortably 

support increasing volumes of transactions and free up resources when not in use. IMDGs 

distribute the workload across multiple machines, which work together to handle the processing. 

Data and business logic are replicated throughout the grid, so more machines can be seamlessly 

added to deal with peak traffic. This distributed architecture is also fault-tolerant; clustering 

capabilities enable automatic data recovery without stopping operations.  

Real-Time Data Availability 

Business Intelligence has sometimes gotten a bad rap because the information provided was 

based on outdated data. If you want true business intelligence, you need information based on data 

that is as close to real-time as possible. While issues of data verification can make literal real-time a 

moot point; your integration solution should be able to capture and route relevant business process 

data and objects in as near real-time as possible to enable monitoring of processes and to provide 

management with clear dashboards of relevant data on which they can rely to make business 

decisions. 

  

Highly Productive & Reliable 

The faster the time to deployment, the sooner your business can benefit from its integration 

projects. A code-free integration solution with a graphical user interface that visualizes mapping 

and flows speeds the integration and helps ensure that technical and business users are aligned. 

To make sure your integration solution is reliable as well as fast, make sure it includes pre-built 

connectors that have been certified by SAP and a large library of off-the-shelf certified and native 

connectors and protocol adaptors for other major IT systems, including Salesforce.com, Oracle JDE, 

Microsoft, IBM, and more. 
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Future-Proof 

You don’t want your integration to be obsolete with the first change request or upgrade to one of 

the systems; thus point-to-point system integrations are not a good long-term solution. You need an 

integration solution where business processes can be easily maintained through system upgrades 

and changes made to vendor APIs. 

You also need to know that your integration solution is there for the long run. That it has the 

capacity to grow with you as your business expands and that it will be able to meet the 

performance expectations of your customers and partners for the foreseeable future. 

Customer Support and Professional Services 

Integration by its very nature is not something that your organization undertakes in isolation. 

Integration takes a lot of collaboration, both internally and externally. You need to make sure that 

you are not only getting a good technical solution, but that the vendor has an excellent history of 

customer support and that there is an ecosystem of professional service providers to help you 

consult and execute. 
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What Are My Integration Options? 
Integration of internal and external business applications is growing in importance as businesses 

strive to be more competitive, innovative and efficient.   

Thus, with a greater number of integration projects on the horizon, businesses should consider 

longer-term strategic objectives as well as their immediate short-term project needs when choosing 

an integration solution. Enterprises should look for a simple, agile, scalable and cost-effective 

solution that will easily adapt and grow with their business. 

Following is a brief overview of the three main categories of integration solutions. However, 

enterprises may find that a combination of solutions will best fit their needs. 

Manual Point-to-Point Integrations 

Manually programming an interface between an SAP and non-SAP solution may seem easy at first 

glance. However, manual integrations, often referred to as spaghetti code, require custom coding 

which is highly complex and time consuming to write and are neither standardized nor certified. 

Lack of full documentation often ties a company to the specific developer; putting the company at 

risk should the developer change companies or suddenly become unavailable. 

As a rule, point-to-point integrations become confusing and create an integration environment that 

is costly and difficult to maintain. Enterprise applications become inextricable from one another, 

leading to integration scenarios fraught with risk and instability. A change in one end-point causes 

the whole solution to break down. Customers often get locked into specific application versions as 

custom solutions need to be written when an upgrade is made to any of the systems or when any 

further changes are wanted. 

In addition, point-to-point solutions typically don’t contain proper unified mechanisms for live 

process management, monitoring, performance tuning and auditing. 

Middleware Solutions 

SAP NetWeaver Process Integration (SAP PI) is SAP’s middleware platform used to facilitate the 

exchange of information among a company’s internal software and systems and those of external 

parties. Before the current version, SAP PI was called SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP XI). 
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Though SAP provides full and documented APIs, the actual integration of this huge and complex 

system with other IT systems is far from trivial. 

SAP provides connectivity using BAPI and iDoc (for standard and customized schemes) or Web 

Services interfaces via SAP NetWeaver XI/PI. Other systems, such as Salesforce.com, may provide 

a Web Service interface as well. Each API is different, vendor-specific, and usually highly complex, 

and a lot of effort is required to understand the intricacies of each API. The challenge becomes 

greater still when taking into account that SAP is an on-premise, locally handled implementation, 

whereas others systems, such as Salesforce.com, may be cloud-based. 

The actual integration and automation processes require a large amount of customized coding, 

which is highly complex and time-consuming to write. This becomes even more complicated when 

changes need to be implemented in the project. When integration is achieved by complex and 

lengthy customized coding, there will likely be less room for incorporating proper and unified 

mechanisms for live process management, monitoring, performance tuning, and auditing. 

Unless proper integration tools are used, many enterprises find themselves missing out on the 

integration benefits and opportunities due to the immediate costs and risks involved with manual 

integration. 

While SAP NetWeaver may seem like the logical answer for customers aiming to reduce vendor 

numbers and standardize on the SAP platform, it is still costly and time consuming, and is even 

more expensive when it comes to SAP and non-SAP integration projects. Even all-SAP companies 

may want to consider a less resource-intensive integration solution. 

Enterprise Application Integration Platforms 

Enterprise Application Integration Platforms combine different technologies to enable integration of 

systems and applications across the enterprise. They are built for non-programmers and provide a 

single user interface for integrating diverse applications. Users don’t have to learn all the 

underlying technologies of the different software systems. The hard technical integration is done 

behind the scenes by the platform vendor so that users can concentrate on the business 

processes.  
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Enterprise Application Integration Platforms employ a metadata approach that separates the 

business rules logic from the data and technical layers. This lets them keep data integrity, data 

security and data-related logic of the applications intact. Integration platforms help organizations 

maintain vendor independence so even if the company replaces a vendor’s application, the 

business rules can be maintained. 

Certainly not all Enterprise Application Integration Platforms are created equal. Businesses 

considering the Enterprise Application Integration Platform approach to their SAP integration 

should look for: 

● Certified connectors for SAP 

● Vendor experience with SAP integrations 

● Large library of out-of-the-box certified and optimized connectors and adaptors to support 

any business integration scenario 

● Easy visual drag and drop studio to orchestrate business processes 

● High scalability and availability 

● Broad professional services expertise and extensive partner network 

● Global customer support 

● Financial stability and future-proof technology to ensure long-term value 

Hybrid Options 

Some enterprises who already use middleware solution, such as SAP NetWeaver, may find it 

quicker and easier to use an integration platform for smaller non-SAP integration projects. This 

gives the organization greater flexibility, reduces costs and speeds deployment. 
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Conclusion 
While your SAP ERP system is excellent for what it was made to do, it doesn’t manage all your 

business processes. By integrating your SAP system with your other enterprise systems and 

extending it to mobile, not only can you take your SAP system further, you can take your business 

further by providing a more complete view of your business, increasing efficiency, improving 

forecasting and decision-making with real-time business intelligence, and enabling new innovative 

applications. 

When evaluating integration options, customers should think strategically. Integration is not just a 

one-time activity. Integration projects will be happening more and more frequently. 

This is why IT leaders should look for integration solutions that can be used for multiple types of 

integration projects. Strong consideration should be given to cost-effective solutions that help 

simplify already complex IT environments. With the explosion of new mobile applications and social 

networks, integration projects will need to deal with much higher volumes of data (structured and 

unstructured) and transactions. This means that to provide the required performance, features, such 

as real-time processing, enterprise-grade security, 24/7 availability and high scalability, are critical.  

Businesses that choose the right integration solution will be rewarded with speedier, cost-effective 

integrations that can create unique competitive advantages that can put them ahead. 
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Magic xpi Integration Platform Overview 
Organizations like the ones described in the customer stories below along with many others, have 

found the Magic xpi Integration Platform to be an excellent solution for integrating SAP with many 

other enterprise systems. 

The following provides an overview of the unique features of the Magic xpi Integration Platform. 

 

Simple, Code-Free and Cost Effective 

 

 

 

 

Magic’s robust, versatile enterprise-grade integration platform lets organizations automate business 

processes, synchronize data and gain a real-time view of business activities across diverse 

applications, quickly and cost-effectively. Its code-free metadata approach and visual drag and drop 

studio simplifies the integration process. By managing the underlying technological requirements, 

the Magic xpi Integration Platform lets users concentrate on the business processes. 
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Unrivaled Connectivity 

By providing a comprehensive, out-of-the-box library of certified and optimized connectors and 

adaptors for quick, reliable integration with leading enterprise systems including SAP, 

Salesforce.com, Oracle JD Edwards, Microsoft, Google and more, along with an unrivalled level of 

interoperability and connectivity with a wide variety of diverse technologies and standards, 

including databases, operating systems, Web Services, messaging, FTP and directories, .NET, Java, 

RPG, HTTP, and more, Magic xpi makes an excellent centralized tool for virtually any integration 

scenario you can imagine, including integrating any combination of cloud and/or on-premise 

systems. 

 

In-Memory Data Grid Architecture (IMDG) 

Magic xpi is now based on In-Memory Data Grid architecture to help customers keep up with new 

demands on their integration solution spurred by the growing trends of mobile, social, and cloud 

computing. 

Magic xpi’s IMDG capabilities include: 

● 24/7 Availability: Thanks to built-in clustering and automatic failover capabilities 

● Automatic Recovery: Automatic error recovery and guaranteed message delivery assure 

total business continuity 

● Cost-effective Elastic Scalability: Lets users keep costs low by adapting resources to match 

workload fluxuations 

● Real-Time Monitoring and Management Tools: Provide real-time visibility into operations 

 

Comprehensive Mobilization Capabilities 

Not only can you use the same skills to integrate many different applications, with Magic xpa 

Application Platform, running on the same technology stack, users can easily mobilize business 

processes on all leading mobile platforms and devices (Apple, Android, and Windows 10 Mobile) 

through a single development effort. 
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Magic xpi SAP-Specific Capabilities 

Magic is a long-time partner of SAP and numerous companies have implemented SAP integration 

projects using Magic xpi. 

Magic xpi provides standard SAP connectors that are certified by SAP to be reliable and stable and 

supports a variety of SAP integration methods so that your integrations can function according to 

the needs of your business, including: 

● Integration of non-NetWeaver and NetWeaver-based Releases 

● Standard BAPI/RFC ABAP Modules (supporting Z/Y and customer name spaces) 

● iDOC (inbound/outbound) 

● Web Services (starting with NetWare 6.4/> = ECC 5.0) 

● NetWeaver XI/PI (HTTP Protocol, Web service) 

● SAP BW/BI (ODBO, OLAP BAPI, XML for Analysis/XMLA) 

● ABAP Connector (generic ABAP objects) 

● Batch-Input Connector 

Because Magic xpi employs a SAP-certified connector, we guarantee a smooth integration with 

SAP and other systems. Even if SAP changes its access techniques, your applications will not be 

disrupted. 

 

Example of Magic xpi SAP to Salesforce Integration 
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 The Magic Advantage 

Magic solutions are backed by 30 years of experience delivering success-enabling enterprise 

solutions. When you choose Magic, you are in good company of thousands of businesses and 

millions of installations around the world. 

Magic customers also benefit from our: 

● Strong global customer support organization 

● Large network of partners, developers, and professional service providers 

● Strategic partnerships with enterprise software and mobility vendors, including SAP, Oracle, 

Salesforce.com, Microsoft, IBM and more 
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Magic Customer Stories 
The following are just a few examples of how and why customers have used Magic’s Integration 

Platform for integrating their SAP systems. 

Vishay Intertechnology Integrates 2 Separate SAP 

Systems into Its Sales Portal 

About Vishay Intertechnology 

Vishay Intertechnology, Inc., a Fortune 1,000 Company listed on the NYSE (VSH), is one of the 

world's largest manufacturers of discrete semiconductors (diodes, rectifiers, transistors, and 

optoelectronics and selected ICs) and passive electronic components (resistors, capacitors, 

inductors, sensors, and transducers). These components are used in virtually all types of electronic 

devices and equipment, in the industrial, computing, automotive, consumer, telecommunications, 

military, aerospace, and medical markets. Its product innovations, successful acquisition strategy, 

and ability to provide "one-stop shop" service have made Vishay a global industry leader. 

The Challenge 

Vishay Intertechnology had two separate product divisions running two different instances of SAP, 

SAP R/3 and SAP ECC, across many geographies. The IT department had recorded 276 data 

interfaces between their SAP and non-SAP systems. Vishay concluded that unprocessed and 

delayed information was negatively impacting its business, operations, reporting and service to 

customers. The company wanted to create a unified sales portal that would offer the full product 

catalogue, allowing users to buy products from both divisions seamlessly. 

Solution 

After a proof-of-concept demonstrating agile development, straightforward integration and 

reliability with their existing data and systems including SAP ERP R/3, ECC and many others, Vishay 

decided to use Magic xpi Integration Platform and Magic xpa Application Platform, running on the 

same technology stack, to implement its solution.  
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Magic assisted Vishay with the project management and the initial development. Vishay hired five 

Magic developers to assist with a RIA-based federated portal. Despite the fact that Vishay had no 

previous experience with Magic products and its project team members were in five different time 

zones, the project was successfully completed within the same year. 

Vishay required a large-scale app to support 3000+ users with a lot of transactions and discrete 

parts ordered and shipped. To provide the required performance, Magic helped Vishay develop a 

SAP Resource Management tool where a mechanism finds free resources by reading/updating an 

SQL table. If for some reason one of the SAP application services goes down, further requests are 

routed to the next running SAP application server. Any resource can be put on hold at any time 

when the portal is running and any SAP application server access can be disabled manually. 

Benefits 

Vishay was able to use the business process integration capabilities of Magic xpi and the Rich 

Internet Applications (RIA) of Magic xpa to present a unified sales portal to its employees. By using 

Magic technology, Vishay was able to leverage their existing IT investment to improve operational 

efficiency, expedite delivery, improve customer service, enhance reporting, and increase both 

revenues and profitability. 

  

Tecan Triggers SAP Order Based on Salesforce 

Quotes 

About Tecan 

Tecan Group AG is one of the world’s leading suppliers of laboratory instruments and solutions for 

the biopharmaceuticals, forensics and clinical diagnostics industries. Established in 1980, Tecan 

runs manufacturing, research and development facilities in Europe and North America. 

The Challenge 

Tecan wanted to automate processes and enable the exchange of data between its 

Salesforce.com CRM and SAP ERP systems to eliminate tedious, time-consuming and error prone 

processes, increase efficiency, and provide its staff with valuable comprehensive information 

through a single system. 
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For example, when a customer placed an order, the Salesforce.com quotation needed to be 

converted to a sales order in the SAP ERP. The Salesforce.com system also required certain 

customer- and product-related information that was located in SAP. In addition, salespeople 

accessing Salesforce were unable to see customers’ order histories. Tecan understood that by 

integrating these two systems, they could provide their sales staff with a vital 360° view of the 

customer. 

The Solution 

Tecan wanted an integration tool that would be flexible enough to allow quick and easy 

configuration changes, without requiring time-consuming programming, detailed knowledge of 

coding or brittle point-to-point coding that can lead to breakdown and failure. 

Magic xpi was an appealing choice because it offers a single-platform solution that works equally 

well with both SAP and non-SAP applications and can integrate any combination of cloud-based 

and on- premise systems. Magic xpi itself can be either cloud-based or on-premise. 

Benefits 

By choosing Magic xpi, Tecan was able to easily design business processes and workflows so that 

accurate and up-to-date information is sent at the right time to the right people. Furthermore, Magic 

xpi provides a very high level of security. The interface is actively monitored, so the IT department 

is warned immediately if any problems occur. The high availability platform along with the 

monitoring capabilities ensures that downtime is kept to an absolute minimum. 

Magic xpi’s ease of use and ability to integrate with a wide variety of IT systems, means that Tecan 

has the freedom of action to implement additional integration projects in-house, at any time, 

without being dependent on Magic. This ensures that if Tecan decides to use other applications in 

the future, additional integration projects can be executed quickly, easily using the same skills, and 

at minimal cost. 
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Austrian High-Tech Company, AVL, Integrates Its 

Salesforce.com and SAP R/3 Systems 

About AVL 

Founded in 1948, AVL is the world's largest privately owned company for development of 

powertrains (combustion engines, hybrid systems, and electric drives) as well as simulation and test 

systems for passenger cars, trucks and marine engines. Today, the company employs over 6,000 

employees worldwide. Its turnover in 2012 was more than 1 billion Euro. 

The Solution 

AVL selected the Magic integration Platform to integrate its Salesforce.com and SAP R/3 systems. 

Up until now, data exchanges between the systems were performed manually. AVL chose the 

Magic solution to automate these business processes because of its certified connectors and its 

ability to integrate on-demand and on-premise systems rapidly and more cost-effectively than other 

solutions. 

Benefits 

For AVL, Magic xpi’s code-free metadata technology that separates the business process from the 

integration was practical and will enable AVL to implement future changes quickly and efficiently, 

without the need to call in expert help. 
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Cape plc Creates a Secure Mobile Business Solution 

for Managing Data from SAP R/3 and Multiple 

Enterprise Data Systems 

About Cape plc 

Cape plc is an international leader in the provision of essential non-mechanical industrial services, 

principally to plant operators in the oil and gas, power generation, chemical, minerals, and mining 

sectors and major Engineering and Construction (E&C) contractors. Cape's 19,000 people in 30 

countries deliver safe, reliable and intelligent solutions both on and offshore. International coverage 

extends across the UK, Gulf/Middle East, CIS, North Africa, and into the Far East/Pacific Rim. 

The Challenge 

Cape required a SAP-certified, multi-channel solution that would be future-proof against 

developments in mobility and would provide a real-time view of its stock, whether in use on a 

customer site or in transit. The solution would need to enable full access to data residing in a wide 

range of enterprise applications, such as SAP systems, Oracle databases, and many more, from 

both PCs and mobile devices, both existing and future. 

The Solution 

Using Magic’s unified technology stack, Magic xpa Application Platform and Magic xpi Integration 

Platform, Cape developed a solution that not only integrated core business systems, but also 

delivered mission-critical information to employees’ mobile devices. 

Cape’s solution integrates and synchronizes stock information from customer sites between the 

SAP ETM system and its various site systems. Using electronic forms created in .NET to replace the 

current manual paper form system, it enables Cape to integrate its existing SAP infrastructure with 

multiple non-SAP resources used at customer sites, including SQL 2005, SQL 2008, Microsoft 

Excel, and Oracle databases. Cape can now make automated, real-time updates in any of the 

connected systems and databases, with the additional option of running batch processes. 

This solution enables a much more accurate, real-time view of available inventory, even including 

stock that is in transit. As a result, key decision makers can make quicker, better informed 

decisions, driving business performance and improving work processes. 
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Cape extended the solution to enable its management team to access integrated data from the 

company’s wide range of enterprise systems, all on a single mobile device screen. The mobile 

solution empowers Cape’s managers to reach faster, better informed decisions that drive 

productivity, save resources, and reduce human error, whilst also ensuring that this solution can be 

deployed on any mobile device. 

Benefits 

By integrating its SAP R/3 system with Magic xpi, Cape enjoys the following benefits: 

● Real-time, comprehensive inventory management 

● Rapid analysis of data from various systems 

● Ability to deploy to any mobile device, existing or future 

● Better informed decision making 

● Increased productivity and streamlined working processes 

● Increased return on investment (ROI) from existing applications 

● Ability to access and update key data from anywhere at anytime 
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Magic Software (Thailand) Corp., Ltd.

MST was established in 1996, one of the leading software company in Thailand. We 

provides software technology, support and professional services to public and 

private enterprises.

In May 2001, we became the first software company in Thailand to obtain ISO 9001 

certification.

Our service helps to improve efficiency, productivity & manageability to transform 

your business in a competitive new era.

Contact Us

           9/68 Soi Ratchapracha (Soi Ratchadapisek 33) Ratchadapisek Road,       

           Chatuchak, Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900

           Tel : +66(0) 2 911 9988

           www.magicsoftware.co.th

           info@magicsoftware.co.th

           www.linkedin.com/company/magic-software-thailand


